MEMORANDUM FOR: See Distribution

SUBJECT: Critique of IDEALIST/TACKLE Mission C198C

A critique of IDEALIST/TACKLE mission C198C was held in the OSA Control Center on 13 November 1968, with representatives from OSA, OSI and OEL in attendance. During the critique several items requiring further action or investigation were surfaced. These items, the suggested office of primary responsibility and in some cases preliminary action taken, are listed below.

1. Tai Shan Airfoeld should be analysed to determine the possibility of MIG-21 activity being conducted from there. (INTEL)

2. Very strong interference noted on System 6 receiver in the 600-1000 mhz range. No System 12C TWS activity was recorded on the MC recorder. (AVD) 25X1A

   Investigate these anomalies and report results as soon as possible.

3. System 13 should be analysed and a study made to determine if a modification is in order to eliminate activations by 25X1A (AVD/OEL)

   A meeting has been scheduled to discuss this further, Friday 15 November 1968 at 1300 hours in the OSA Control Center.

4. Action is required to ferret out what signal locked on U-2 at 0524Z. Signal was apparently an F-102 airborne radar type which went into high PRF (firing mode) during lock on. (INTEL/OSI/AVD)

25X1A

CONTROL SYSTEM
5. Possible change in "H" Camera filters to improve the quality of photography should be investigated. (OPS/R&D) SSD/R&D is preparing a memorandum which will cover all facets of previous filter tests and an evaluation of present settings/filters.

Lt. Colonel, USAF
Chief, IDEALIST Division, OSA

CONTROL SYSTEM
IDEA/OSA/ [REDacted] (15 Nov 68)
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